
Grass’ Bee Visit #1: Beekeeping Hives and Equipment

Things that we learnt from Grass today: Questions or things we are wondering for 
next time: 

- The queen has her own section of the 
hive

- Wasps are predators and can kill a hive 
- there is a wasp gate to protect the 
bees

- Beekeepers catch and mark the queen. 
Different years are different colours so 
you can tell the queens age

- The queen can lay 1000 eggs a day
- The wasps only go for the bees hives in 

autumn because their diet changes 
from protein to sugar at this time of 
year

- One wasp can kill a whole hive
- Beekeepers use a ‘bee escape’ to move 

the bees out of a hive before collecting 
the honey

- What is the average life span of a queen 
bee?

- Why do bees have stripes?
- How much sleep do bees need?
- What happens when a queen dies?
- How is the wax made? 
- What part of the bees bodies make the 

honey? 
- Why are bees yellow?
- How do bees make the honey taste 

sweet? 
- Is there a king bee? 
- Is the queen born a different type of bee 

or is it selected or made into a queen?
- Do the bees get chosen to be the 

workers? 
- What is the average size of a bee? 
- Why do bees have to sting? 



Grass’ Bee Visit #1: Beekeeping Hives and Equipment

Things that we learnt from Grass today: Questions or things we are wondering for 
next time: 

- Sometimes a feeder is put into the 
top of the hive with a sugar and 
water solution to help the bees 
survive when natural food supplies 
are lower

- The beehive boxes are called supers
- One box can hold upto 20L of honey 
- Bees flap their wings to keep the hive 

warm. They keep it between 32-37°
- Bees use vibration and dance to 

communicate with each other

- Do bees always die after they have 
stung?

- Are all the bees related? 
- What is the role of the queen?
- Are there other roles for bees apart from 

the worker bee and queen bee?
- Are all bees black and yellow? 
- Do the worker bees bring food to the 

queen?
- Does the queen bee wear a tiny crown?!
- Do bees go and hunt wasps? 
- Do bees search for food at night?
- How long can a bee live?
- What do bees use the pollen for? 
- What do bees eat? 
- Do bees go to the toilet? Where? 



Grass’ Bee Visit #2: Lifecycle of a Bee

Things that we learnt from Grass today: Questions or things we are wondering for 
next time: 

- Nurse Bees carry Royal Jelly in their 
foreheads

- Queen Bees always have an 
entourage - make her lay eggs, 
encourage her, push and nudge her 
around, feed her

- Worker Bee eggs get Royal Jelly for 
3 days. Queen eggs get Royal Jelly 
for 9-10 days

- Chef bees make Bee Bread for Larva 
- Bees are cleaners for the first 3 days 

- move dirt, dead bees and clean the 
toilet! 

- Drone Bees are boys and only live 
during Summer and Spring - get 
kicked out in winter

- Female bees feed the drones

- When the new Queen Bee hatches - 
what happens to the original Queen 
that was in that hive? 

- Why does only the Queen Bee lay 
eggs?

- What would happen if they 
accidentally didn’t feed the chosen 
Queen egg Royal Jelly for the full 9 
days? 

- How do they choose the egg to turn 
into a Queen? 

- What are the drones jobs? 
- How often do the bees choose an egg to 

be a new Queen?
- What happens if the Queen bee dies 

suddenly and there is no Queen in the 
hive? 


